
So you want to go from

potential ways to fly from New York JFK to
London Heathrow, within the next year

including different airlines, cabins, schedules, fares,
connections and combinations of airlines.

give Sabre 3 seconds...

START WITH

options for a specific day of travel
The number of options shrinks when you select a date to travel.

With a uniquely developed, patent-pending algorithm that mathematically
constructs all the logical flight options, the Sabre® air shopping system

finds all the possible options for the date you want to depart.

KNOW 
WHEN YOU
WANT TO GO?

OCTOBER

BUT WHAT
IS AVAILABLE
FOR ME?

WHAT IS THE BEST 
PRICE FOR THE 
WAY I 
TRAVEL ?

options likely to provide the best value
Sophisticated algorithms identify the subset of flights 

with the greatest likelihood of yielding the lowest fares.

WHICH 
ONES
FIT MY 
NEEDS?

MY
PICK!

3
sec

hard to believe? 

Well, our database contains:

137,235,280 fares, 563,888,836 rules,

7,603,451 flights and

41,514,251 availability records.

GO

top options that best fit your travel plans
The Sabre system returns the lowest-priced  options so 
you can select the itinerary that best meets your needs.

option that you select You pick the flight that gives 
 you the best value based on schedule, price, brand and other factors.

£
¥€

New York to London via  Buenos Aires?  The intelligence of our shopping system automatically weeds out impractical options that involve undesirable or unwieldy routes.

options actually available for  
you to purchase In order to narrow down the 

universe of options,the Sabre system deploys proprietary 
algorithms and caching technology to identify the possible 
options that are likely to have seats available. The system 
is so advanced it literally grows smarter with each search.

did you know...

Since it is not practical to price 

every possible combination, 

we use powerful technology to 

identify the largest possible 

subset of flights to price. And 

our intelligent, sophisticated 

algorithms ensure it is the right 

subset of flights that will result 

in the lowest possible fares.


